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A N S W E R  K E Y  

 

GRAMMAR – 15pts    (half point for each correct answer)  

1 against/on    2 Instead,    3 off,     4 either,     5 otherwise/or,    6 coach/manager,     7 

whether,                    8 But,     9 either,    10  even or much  

11 P,   12 NP,   13 P,   14 NP,    15 P,   16 P,   17 NP,   18 NP,   19 NP,  20 P 

21 lawyers,    22 knowledge,    23attention,   24 unpredictable,   25 agency,                             

26 generally,    27 evidence,  28 missing   29 security, 30  glamorous                         

 

VOCABULARY – 10pts  (half point for each correct answer) 

1 nitty- gritty    2 saving grace    3 make-believe   4 long winded    5 half-hearted 

6 B,    7 D,     8 C,      9 A,     10 E         extra F 

11 mannish     12 sissy    13 virile   14 feminine    15 male 

16 jot down    17 scribble     18 doodling   19 up    20 draft       

 

VOCABULARY – Progressive test   (1 point for every 2 correctly spelled 

answers) 

bite, burp, chew, chomp, gnaw,  gobble,   gulp, munch, nibble, slurp, smack,  swallow, 

sip... 

 

READING COMPREHENSION – 10pts  (1 point for each correct answer) 

1  B,     2  C,    3 D,    4  A,     5  B 

6 Chilean, Australia or Australian Chilean,    7  popular tourist,    8 time,   money (in 

any order)       9 time, money, energy (in any order)   10 rescue,  risk 

 

LISTENING COMPREHENSION – 5pts  (half point for each correct answer) 

1 F ,  2 T ,  3  N S ,    4  T ,   5  N S ,  6  F      

7 B ,  8 C ,   9 D ,   1 0  A     
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L I S T E N I N G  T A P E S C R I P T  (Please read or listen once.) 

 
 Industries must radically cut the amount of materials they use in order to combat resource 

shortages and climate change for a planet of nine billion people, according to a report for the 

Royal Society. The BBC’s Environment Analyst Roger Harrabin reports:  

This discussion paper says the antidote to fears about resources is what's known as material 

efficiency; that's making the things we want, but with less material. The researchers say we 

could use half as much cement in buildings, for instance, if we designed and built them with 

more time and care. We don't do it now because labour’s dear and materials are cheap. We 

could drastically reduce steel in cars, if governments deterred the trend towards bigger, more 

powerful vehicles.  

The researchers say material efficiency is vital for tackling climate change, too. In order for 

the UK, for instance, to generate clean energy so materials are produced in current quantities, 

it would need the equivalent of a four-fold increase in nuclear power or a 40-fold increase in 

wind power. That's barely feasible, they say, so resource efficiency is the only way ahead.  

The researchers say the trick will be to make sure that good design allows people to continue 

getting the things they want but simply made from less. For the transition to happen fully they 

urge governments to shift taxation away from people and on to resources. This would be 

controversial but the researchers predict it will create jobs for people to manufacture goods in 

a more intelligent way. 
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R O L E P L A Y  

 

TEACHER 

It´s Christmas time. You are at home. Despite the bad economy you were able to 

buy presents for everyone in your family this year. You are about to eat 

Christmas dinner. Soon, someone will knock on your door.  It’s a boy/ girl who 

is collecting money. You are quite suspicious about these kinds of activities, 

moreover your Christmas dinner is getting cold. But you don´t want to look 

indifferent. 

 

 

 
 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

R O L E P L A Y  

 

STUDENT   

You are raising money for a charity (think of a charity name). You are visiting 

houses in a rich area to get donations. Knock on the door of the house you have 

chosen and try to get a donation.  You have to be very convincing, because the 

man/woman standing in the door doesn’t seem very generous. 
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P I C T U R E  S T O R Y  
 

Use the picture below to make a story with the title: IS IT AN EMERGENCY??? 
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